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DEFINING THE CHARACTER

Producing the Neighbourhood Design Statement
! 5th Nov 2007 Public Meeting - Swarthmore
! November 2007 - 2000 questionnaires distributed
! 21st Jan 2008 Public Meeting - Arthington House
! 23rd Feb 2008 Workshop at Arthington House
! 1st March 2008 Workshop at Swarthmore
! Nov 2008 - Mar 2009 Exhibitions at six venues

Character Areas

! The purpose of the workshops was to enable  local residents
to analyse the character of the neighbourhood, using map-based
tasks and by fieldwork. Participants used the themes of
“architecture”, “landscape” and “moving around”, to identify the
characteristics of the area, assess which had positive or negative
attributes and establish which parts of the neighbourhood had
common characteristics. These were then identified as
“character areas” for the purposes of analysis and description.

! On the following pages, those character areas are described,
with their positive characteristics and opportunities for
improvement.     These opportunities, along with those on page
50 are aspirations which would improve the quality of the area,
but may, though not always, have to wait for suitable funding or
changes in policy. Some of these issues are highlighted in the
illustrations. The history of each area’s development is also set
out.

! This analysis of each character area should be read in
conjunction with the character analysis fold-out plan in the back
cover of the document

Workshop at Swarthmore

“Wide tree lined roads”
“It’s a lovely place to live”
“Not much traffic”
“Lovely views downhill”
“Able to walk to work”
“Close to city centre yet

relatively quiet”
“Peaceful, elegant, convenient”
“Green and generally peaceful

yet close to town centre”
“Many streets with cobbles/sets

maintained”
“Green spaces and trees”

“Install more benches”
“Plant more trees”
“More love and care for

buildings”
“Better design in road scenery”
“Remove tarmac to reveal

original cobble sets on
roads (will act as traffic
calming device)”

A few comments from
the questionnaires


